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"Elizabeth I has acceded to the throne of England, a position she has waited and schemed for all her life. She is surrounded by advisers, all
convinced that they know what would be best for the country and certain that a young woman cannot form political judgments. Elizabeth feels
that she can rely on just one man: her oldest friend, Robert Dudley. It is soon plain that he is more than merely a friend. In a house in the
countryside waits a very different woman: Amy Robsart - Robert's wife. She has no taste for life at court and longs for the day when her
husband will return home and attend to his family. She has loved him since she was a girl but now that they are adults, she hardly sees him.
Meanwhile, the pressure grows for Elizabeth to marry, for it is unthinkable that a queen should rule on her own. Elizabeth's preference is
clear, but he is unavailable. But what if the unthinkable were to happen.? Philippa Gregory blends passion, personalities and politics in this
stunning novel of the Tudor court and a country divided."--Publisher's website.
In this New York Times bestseller that inspired the critically acclaimed Starz miniseries The White Queen, Philippa Gregory tells the tale of
Anne Neville, a beautiful young woman who must navigate the treachery of the English court as her father, known as the Kingmaker, uses
her and her sister as pawns in his political game. The Kingmaker’s Daughter—Philippa Gregory’s first sister story since The Other Boleyn
Girl—is the gripping tale of the daughters of the man known as the Kingmaker, Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick: the most powerful magnate in
fifteenth-century England. Without a son and heir, he uses his daughters, Anne and Isabel, as pawns in his political games, and they grow up
to be influential players in their own right. At the court of Edward IV and his beautiful queen, Elizabeth Woodville, Anne grows from a
delightful child to become ever more fearful and desperate when her father makes war on his former friends. Married at age fourteen, she is
soon left widowed and fatherless, her mother in sanctuary and her sister married to the enemy. Anne manages her own escape by marrying
Richard, Duke of Gloucester, but her choice will set her on a collision course with the overwhelming power of the royal family.
On 22 August 1485 Richard III was killed at Bosworth Field, the last king of England to die in battle. His victorious opponent, Henry Tudor
went on to display Richard's body for two days in nearby Leicester and then hurriedly buried in the church of the Greyfriars. Fifty years later,
the king's grave was lost, its contents believed to be emptied into the river Soar, and Richard III's reputation was buried under a mound of
Tudor propaganda. Now - in an incredible find - Richard III's remains have been uncovered beneath a car park in Leicester. The King's Grave
traces this remarkable journey.
A delightful set of three of Philippa Gregory's bestselling Tudor Court series, THE QUEEN'S FOOL, THE VIRGIN'S LOVER and THE OTHER
QUEEN, perfect for a great Christmas present.
Adapted for the STARZ original series, The White Princess. Love to the Death. When Henry Tudor picks up the crown of England from the
mud of Bosworth field, he knows he must marry the princess of the enemy house—Elizabeth of York—to unify a country divided by war for
more than three decades. But his bride is still in love with his dead enemy, and her mother and half of England remain loyal to her brother,
the missing York heir. Henry’s greatest fear is that somewhere a prince is waiting to reclaim the throne. When a young man who would be
king invades England, Elizabeth has to choose between the new husband she is coming to love and the boy who claims to be her lost
brother: the rose of York come home at last. “A bloody irresistible read.” —People “Bring on the blood, sex, and tears!...You name it, it’s all
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here.” —USA TODAY
Number One bestselling author Philippa Gregory's new historical novel tracks the rise of the Tidelands family in London, Venice and New
England. Midsummer Eve 1670. Two unexpected visitors arrive at a shabby warehouse on the south side of the River Thames. The first is a
wealthy man hoping to find the lover he deserted twenty-one years before. James Avery has everything to offer, including the favour of the
newly restored King Charles II, and he believes that the warehouse's poor owner Alinor has the one thing his money cannot buy – his son
and heir. The second visitor is a beautiful widow from Venice in deepest mourning. She claims Alinor as her mother-in-law and has come to
tell Alinor that her son Rob has drowned in the dark tides of the Venice lagoon. Alinor writes to her brother Ned, newly arrived in faraway New
England and trying to make a life between the worlds of the English newcomers and the American Indians as they move toward inevitable
war. Alinor tells him that she knows – without doubt – that her son is alive and the widow is an imposter. Set in the poverty and glamour of
Restoration London, in the golden streets of Venice, and on the tensely contested frontier of early America, this is a novel of greed and
desire: for love, for wealth, for a child, and for home. ‘A gripping read spanning London, Venice and New England, all beautifully observed by
Gregory’ Woman & Home Praise for Tidelands, the first in the Fairmile series: ‘A gripping and intelligent portrait of a woman fighting to
survive in a hostile world’ The Times ‘The first in a planned series . . . The author crafts her material with effortless ease. Her grasp of social
mores is brilliant, the love story rings true and the research is, as ever, of the highest calibre’ Elizabeth Buchan, Daily Mail ‘Vivid and
beguiling – Philippa Gregory at her best’ Woman & Home ‘A compelling novel that shines a light on the struggles of 17th century women’
Daily Mirror ‘The novel's power lies in Gregory's evocative portrayal of the tidelands and the everyday lives of those who are bound to them’
Sunday Express ‘Philippa Gregory returns with an English Civil War novel that excels in everything she does best. Historical events are
written with breathless immediacy, keeping the reader enthralled even if they know the outcome’ Alys Key, The i ‘If this novel is the first sign
of what's to come then readers are in for a treat’ Emma Lee-Potter, Daily Express
A tale of the Wars of the Roses follows Elizabeth Woodville, who ascends to royalty and fights for the well-being of her family, including two
sons whose imprisonment in the Tower of London precedes a devastating unsolved mystery.
The Red Queen In a novel of conspiracy, passion, and coldhearted ambition, number one bestselling author Philippa Gregory has brought to
life the story of a proud and determined woman who believes that she alone is destined, by her piety and lineage, to shape the course of
history. In The Red Queen, Gregory illuminates the fascinating woman who founded England’s most powerful ruling line, the Tudors:
Margaret Beaufort. The White Queen Elizabeth Woodville, a woman of extraordinary beauty and ambition, secretly marries the newly
crowned boy king of England. While she rises to the demands of her exalted position and fights for the success of her family, her two sons
become the central figures in a famous unsolved mystery that has confounded historians for centuries: the lost princes in the Tower of
London. Philippa Gregory brings the artistry and intellect of a master writer and storyteller to a new era in history and begins what is sure to
be another bestselling classic series. The Lady of the Rivers The Lady of the Rivers is #1 New York Times bestselling author Philippa
Gregory’s remarkable story of Jacquetta, Duchess of Bedford, a woman who navigated a treacherous path through the battle lines in the
Wars of the Roses.
Boxset contains paperback editions of Virgins Lover, Other Queen, Boleyn Inheritance, Queens Fool, Constant Princess & Other Boleyn Girl.
Presents a tale inspired by the story of Mary, Queen of Scots, in a work that follows the doomed monarch's long imprisonment in the
household of the Earl of Shrewsbury and his spying wife, Bess.
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From #1 New York Times bestselling author and “queen of royal fiction” (USA TODAY) comes a riveting and scandalous love triangle
between a young woman on the brink of greatness, a young man whose ambition far exceeds his means, and the wife who cannot forgive
them. In the autumn of 1558, church bells across England ring out the joyous news that Elizabeth I is the new queen, yet one woman hears
the tidings with utter dread. She is Amy Dudley, wife of Sir Robert, and she knows that Elizabeth’s ambitious leap to the throne will draw her
husband back to the center of the glamorous Tudor court, where he was born to be. Elizabeth’s excited triumph is short-lived. She has
inherited a bankrupt country where treason is rampant and foreign war a certainty. Her faithful advisors warns her that she will survive only if
she marries a strong prince to govern the rebellious country, but the one man Elizabeth desires is her childhood friend, the ambitious Robert
Dudley. As the young couple falls back in love, a question hangs in the air: can he really set aside his wife and marry the queen? When Amy
is found dead, Elizabeth and Dudley are suddenly plunged into a struggle for survival.
'Gregory is an experienced storyteller and doesn’t let you down. Tidelands is a gripping and intelligent portrait of a woman fighting to survive
in a hostile world' THE TIMES THE BRAND NEW SERIES FROM THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLING AUTHOR England
1648. A dangerous time for a woman to be different . . . Midsummer’s Eve, 1648, and England is in the grip of civil war between renegade
King and rebellious Parliament. The struggle reaches every corner of the kingdom, even to the remote Tidelands – the marshy landscape of
the south coast. Alinor, a descendant of wise women, crushed by poverty and superstition, waits in the graveyard under the full moon for a
ghost who will declare her free from her abusive husband. Instead she meets James, a young man on the run, and shows him the secret
ways across the treacherous marsh, not knowing that she is leading disaster into the heart of her life. Suspected of possessing dark secrets
in superstitious times, Alinor’s ambition and determination mark her out from her neighbours. This is the time of witch-mania, and Alinor, a
woman without a husband, skilled with herbs, suddenly enriched, arouses envy in her rivals and fear among the villagers, who are ready to
take lethal action into their own hands. ‘The first in a planned series . . . The author crafts her material with effortless ease. Her grasp of
social mores is brilliant, the love story rings true and the research is, as ever, of the highest calibre' Elizabeth Buchan, Daily Mail ‘Vivid and
beguiling – Philippa Gregory at her best’ woman&home 'A compelling novel that shines a light on the struggles of 17th century women' Daily
Mirror 'The novel's power lies in Gregory's evocative portrayal of the tidelands and the everyday lives of those who are bound to them'
Sunday Express 'Philippa Gregory returns with an English Civil War novel that excels in everything she does best. Historical events are
written with breathless immediacy, keeping the reader enthralled even if they know the outcome. She pays close attention to the plight of
women in the past, so often unchanged despite men's wars, and gives them a voice . . . Fans will not be disappointed' Alys Key, The i 'Shines
a light on the struggles of 17th century women . . . If this novel is the first sign of what's to come then readers are in for a treat' Emma LeePotter, Daily Express 'Tidelands evokes a world of suspense and superstition. Its fascinating fictional heroine, Alinor, is caught in a net of inbetween spaces . . . I was completely swept up in this wonderful, immersive story set in the English Civil War when women who lived
unconventional lives risked being accused of witchcraft' Tina Jackson, Writing Magazine
Set in 18th century England, "Wideacre" introduces Beatrice Lacey, a heroine who makes Scarlett O'Hara look like a simpering weakling.
Readers will fall in love with Philippa Gregory's mesmerizing trilogy.
In 1453, seventeen-year-old Luca Vero, accused of heresy and expelled from his monastery, is recruited to help investigate evil across
Europe but frees his first subject, Isolde, from captivity in a nunnery, and together they seek the one who defends the boundaries of
Christendom and holds the secrets of the Order of Darkness.
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Philippa Gregory's enthralling new novel brings to life a proud and determined woman who believes that she alone is destined to shape the
course of history. Heiress to the red rose of Lancaster, Margaret Beaufort fervently believes that her house is the true ruler of England.
Ignored by her sainted cousin Henry VI, mocked by her mother, married at age twelve, and endangered by childbirth, she vows to put her son
on the throne. Naming him Henry, she sends him into exile and pledges him in marriage to the daughter of her sworn enemy. Margaret charts
her own way through loveless marriages, treacherous alliances, and secret plots. Finally, she gambles her life to mastermind one of the
greatest rebellions of all timeall the while knowing that her grown son and his army await the opportunity to win the greatest prize.
Draws on original documents, archaeology, and other sources to share the stories of Jacquetta, Duchess of Bedford; Elizabeth Woodville, the
wife of Edward IV; and Margaret Beaufort, the founder of the Tudor dynasty.

From the bestselling author of THE WHITE QUEEN, now a hit BBC TV production - the last three novels of her Tudor Court series:
THE QUEEN’S FOOL, THE VIRGIN’S LOVER and THE OTHER QUEEN
By the #1 New York Times bestselling author behind the Starz original series The White Queen, a riveting new Tudor tale featuring
King Henry VIII’s sixth wife Kateryn Parr, the first English queen to publish under her own name. Why would a woman marry a
serial killer? Because she cannot refuse… Kateryn Parr, a thirty-year-old widow in a secret affair with a new lover, has no choice
when a man old enough to be her father who has buried four wives—King Henry VIII—commands her to marry him. Kateryn has no
doubt about the danger she faces: the previous queen lasted sixteen months, the one before barely half a year. But Henry adores
his new bride and Kateryn’s trust in him grows as she unites the royal family, creates a radical study circle at the heart of the
court, and rules the kingdom as Regent. But is this enough to keep her safe? A leader of religious reform and the first woman to
publish in English, Kateryn stands out as an independent woman with a mind of her own. But she cannot save the Protestants,
under threat for their faith, and Henry’s dangerous gaze turns on her. The traditional churchmen and rivals for power accuse her
of heresy—the punishment is death by fire and the king’s name is on the warrant… From an author who has described all of
Henry’s queens comes a deeply intimate portrayal of the last: a woman who longed for passion, power, and education at the court
of a medieval killer.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Philippa Gregory weaves an unforgettable tale of a young woman’s sorcery and desire in
Henry VIII’s England, where magic, lust, and power are forever intertwined. Growing up as an abandoned outcast on the moors,
young Alys’ only company is her cruel foster mother, Morach, the local wise woman who is whispered to practice the dark arts.
Alys joins a nunnery to escape the poverty and loneliness she has felt all her life, but all too soon her sanctuary is destroyed. King
Henry VIII’s followers burn the holy place to the ground, and Alys only just manages to escape with her life, haunted by the
screams of her sisters as they burned to death. She finds work in a castle not far from where she grew up as an old lord’s scribe,
where she falls obsessively in love with his son Hugo. But Hugo is already married to a proud woman named Catherine. Driven to
desperation by her desire, she summons the most dangerous powers Morach taught her, but quickly the passionate triangle of
Alys, Hugo, and Catherine begins to explode, launching them into uncharted sexual waters. The magic Alys has conjured now has
a life of its own—a life that is horrifyingly and disastrously out of control. Is she a witch? Since heresy means the stake, and
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witchcraft the rope, Alys is in mortal danger, treading a perilous path between her faith and her own power.
Mary Boleyn catches the eye of Henry VIII when she comes to court as a girl of fourteen. Dazzled by the golden prince, Mary's joy
is cut short when she discovers that she is a pawn in the dynastic plots of her family. When the capricious king's interest wanes,
Mary is ordered to pass on her knowledge of how to please him to her friend and rival : her sister, Anne. Anne soon becomes
irresistible to Henry, and Mary can do nothing but watch her sister's rise. Anne stops at nothing to achieve her own ambition. From
now on, Mary will be no more than the other Boleyn girl. But beyond the court is a man who dares to challenge the power of her
family to offer Mary a life of freedom and passion. If only she has the courage to break away - before the Boleyn enemies turn on
the Boleyn girls...
Luca and Isolde investigate a dancing madness.
Entering into an arranged marriage with an aspiring merchant in 1787 Bristol, Frances Scott is discouraged by her slaverydependent lifestyle and unexpectedly falls for African slave and former Yoruba priest Mehuru. By the author of The Other Boleyn
Girl. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
Reimagines the lives of Lady Jane Grey and her two sisters, who respectively endure imprisonment, a secret marriage, and
marginalization under the eyes of the Tudor queens Mary and Elizabeth.
Married to loyal Lancaster supporter Sir Richard Pole to minimize her claim to the throne of Henry VII, Margaret becomes an
advisor to newlyweds Prince Arthur and Katherine of Aragon before witnessing the rapid ascent of Henry VIII. By the best-selling
author of The White Princess. 200,000 first printing.

"Princess Florizella is an extremely unusual princess! She wears patched jeans, and she climbs trees. She rides her
horse Jellybean, and she goes on picnics. She doesn't care how she looks and worst of all for her parents who wanted
an ordinary fairy-tale princess, she won't be rescued by anybody, and she won't get married."--Page [i].
A bind-up of all three titles:Changeling; Stormbringers; Fools' Gold.
“There is only one bond that I trust: between a woman and her sisters. We never take our eyes off each other. In love
and in rivalry, we always think of each other.” When Katherine of Aragon is brought to the Tudor court as a young bride,
the oldest princess, Margaret, takes her measure. With one look, each knows the other for a rival, an ally, a pawn,
destined – with Margaret’s younger sister Mary – to a sisterhood unique in all the world. The three sisters will become
the queens of England, Scotland and France. United by family loyalties and affections, the three queens find themselves
set against each other. Katherine commands an army against Margaret and kills her husband James IV of Scotland. But
Margaret’s boy becomes heir to the Tudor throne when Katherine loses her son. Mary steals the widowed Margaret’s
proposed husband, but when Mary is widowed it is her secret marriage for love that is the envy of the others. As they
experience betrayals, dangers, loss and passion, the three sisters find that the only constant in their perilous lives is their
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special bond, more powerful than any man, even a king.
Sunday Times bestseller Selected as one of The Times' Best Books about The Tudors A Telegraph Book of the Year A
History Today Book of the Year A BBC History Magazine Book of the Year The Tudors are a national obsession; they are
our most notorious family in history. But beyond the well-worn headlines is a family still more extraordinary than the one
we thought we knew. The Tudor canon typically starts with the Battle of Bosworth in 1485, before speeding on to Henry
VIII and the Reformation. But this leaves out the family’s obscure Welsh origins; it passes by the courage of the pregnant
thirteen-year-old girl who would help found the Tudor dynasty; and the childhood and painful exile of her son, the future
Henry VII. It ignores the fact that the Tudors were shaped by their past – those parts they wished to remember and those
they wished to forget. With this background, Leanda de Lisle enables us to see the Tudors in their own terms and
presents new perspectives and revelations on key figures and events, from the princes in the Tower to the Tudor
Queens. Tudor tells a family story like no other. 'A lively history of the ambitious Tudor family... It casts plenty of light on
the strong women in the dynasty' The Times
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Leanda de Lisle brings the story of nine days’ queen Lady Jane Grey and her
forgotten sisters, the rivals of Elizabeth I, to vivid life in her fascinating biography.”—Philippa Gregory Mary, Katherine,
and Jane Grey–sisters whose mere existence nearly toppled a kingdom and altered a nation’s destiny–are the
captivating subjects of Leanda de Lisle’s new book. The Sisters Who Would Be Queen breathes fresh life into these
three young women, who were victimized in the notoriously vicious Tudor power struggle and whose heirs would
otherwise probably be ruling England today. Born into aristocracy, the Grey sisters were the great-granddaughters of
Henry VII, grandnieces to Henry VIII, legitimate successors to the English throne, and rivals to Henry VIII’s daughters,
Mary and Elizabeth. Lady Jane, the eldest, was thrust center stage by greedy men and uncompromising religious politics
when she briefly succeeded Henry’s son, the young Edward I. Dubbed “the Nine Days Queen” after her short, tragic
reign from the Tower of London, Jane has over the centuries earned a special place in the affections of the English
people as a “queen with a public heart.” But as de Lisle reveals, Jane was actually more rebel than victim, more leader
than pawn, and Mary and Katherine Grey found that they would have to tread carefully in order to avoid sharing their
elder sister’s violent fate. Navigating the politics of the Tudor court after Jane’ s death was a precarious challenge.
Katherine Grey, who sought to live a stable life, earned the trust of Mary I, only to risk her future with a love marriage that
threatened Queen Elizabeth’s throne. Mary Grey, considered too petite and plain to be significant, looked for her own
escape from the burden of her royal blood–an impossible task after she followed her heart and also incurred the queen’s
envy, fear, and wrath. Exploding the many myths of Lady Jane Grey’s life, unearthing the details of Katherine’s and
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Mary’s dramatic stories, and casting new light on Elizabeth’s reign, Leanda de Lisle gives voice and resonance to the
lives of the Greys and offers perspective on their place in history and on a time when a royal marriage could gain a
woman a kingdom or cost her everything.
The Constant PrincessSimon and Schuster
When the death of Joan of Arc shows her the dangers faced by strong women, Jacquetta, a psychic descendant of a
river goddess, studies alchemy and becomes the secret wife of Richard Woodville before returning to the court of Henry
VI.
#1 New York Times bestselling author and “queen of royal fiction” (USA TODAY) Philippa Gregory brings to life the
passionate, turbulent times of seventeenth-century England as seen through the eyes of the country’s most famous royal
gardener. John Tradescant’s fame and skill as a gardener are unsurpassed in seventeenth-century England, but it is his
clear-sighted honesty and loyalty that make him an invaluable servant. As an informal confidant of Sir Robert Cecil,
adviser to King James I, he witnesses the making of history, from the Gunpowder Plot to the accession of King Charles I
and the growing animosity between Parliament and court. Tradescant’s talents soon come to the attention of the most
powerful man in the country, the irresistible Duke of Buckingham, the lover of King Charles I. Tradescant has always
been faithful to his masters, but Buckingham is unlike any he has ever known: flamboyant, outrageously charming, and
utterly reckless. Every certainty upon which Tradescant has based his life—his love of his wife and children, his passion
for his work, his loyalty to his country—is shattered as he follows Buckingham to court, to war, and to the forbidden
territories of human love.
The daughters of a ruthlessly ambitious family, Mary and Anne Boleyn are sent to the court of Henry VIII to attract the attention of
the king, who first takes Mary as his mistress, in which role she bears him an illegitimate son, and then Anne as his wife. Reprint.
250,000 first printing. (A Columbia Pictures film, written by Peter Morgan, directed by Justin Chadwick, releasing Fall 2007,
starring Natalie Portman, Scarlett Johansson, Eric Bana, and others) (Historical Fiction)
Lady-in-waiting Jane Boleyn, the only survivor of the ambitious Boleyn family, testifies against Henry VIII's latest queen, Anne of
Cleves, and conspires to place her young cousin, Katherine Howard, on the throne.
From the bestselling author of THE WHITE QUEEN - the first three novels of her Tudor Court series: THE CONSTANT
PRINCESS, THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL, THE BOLEYN INHERITANCE
A fictional portrait of Henry VIII's first wife, Katherine of Aragon, follows her through her youthful marriage to Henry's older brother,
Arthur, her widowhood, her marriage to Henry, and the divorce that led to Henry's marriage to Anne Boleyn.
"There is only one bond that I trust: between a woman and her sisters. We never take our eyes off each other. In love and in
rivalry, we always think of each other." When Katherine of Aragon is brought to the Tudor court as a young bride, the oldest
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princess, Margaret, takes her measure. With one look, each knows the other for a rival, an ally, a pawn, destined - with Margaret's
younger sister Mary - to a sisterhood unique in all the world. The three sisters will become the queens of England, Scotland and
France. United by family loyalties and affections, the three queens find themselves set against each other. Katherine commands
an army against Margaret and kills her husband James IV of Scotland. But Margaret's boy becomes heir to the Tudor throne when
Katherine loses her son. Mary steals the widowed Margaret's proposed husband, but when Mary is widowed it is her secret
marriage for love that is the envy of the others. As they experience betrayals, dangers, loss and passion, the three sisters find that
the only constant in their perilous lives is their special bond, more powerful than any man, even a king.
#1 New York Times bestselling author and “queen of royal fiction” (USA TODAY) Philippa Gregory weaves a spellbinding tale of a
young woman with the ability to see the future in an era when destiny was anything but clear. Winter, 1553. Pursued by the
Inquisition, Hannah Green, a fourteen-year-old Jewish girl, is forced to flee with her father from their home in Spain. But Hannah is
no ordinary refugee; she has the gift of “Sight,” the ability to foresee the future, priceless in the troubled times of the Tudor court.
Hannah is adopted by the glamorous Robert Dudley, the charismatic son of King Edward’s protector, who brings her to court as a
“holy fool” for Queen Mary and, ultimately, Queen Elizabeth. Hired as a fool but working as a spy; promised in wedlock but in love
with her master; endangered by the laws against heresy, treason, and witchcraft, Hannah must choose between the safe life of a
commoner and the dangerous intrigues of the royal family that are inextricably bound up with her own yearnings and desires.
Teeming with vibrant period detail and peopled by characters seamlessly woven into the sweeping tapestry of history, The
Queen’s Fool is a rich and emotionally resonant gem from a masterful storyteller.
The six-book bosed set of the bestselling Tudor Court novels by Philippa Gregory, #1 New York Times bestselling author and "the
queen of royal fiction" (USA TODAY): The Constant Princess, The Other Boleyn Girl, The Boleyn Inheritance, The Queen's Fool,
The Virgin's Lover, and The Other Queen.
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